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In the bad old days of YouTube — before the site meticulously filtered out unauthorized 
content — the television and movie studios used to complain vociferously that their work was 
being posted to the site without permission. 
 
Now a similar confrontation is playing out with a start-up called Redlasso.com, which uploads 
television and radio shows so that bloggers can take clips and post them on their own sites.  
 
In effect, the site makes it easier than ever for bloggers to find a memorable moment or 
blooper and use it any way they want. Among the most popular videos distributed by Redlasso 
this month are a PerezHilton.com clip of Ellen DeGeneres’s wedding announcement, a 
HuffingtonPost.com clip of a Fox News Channel interview with Senator Hillary Rodham Clinton, 
and a HotAir.com clip of CNN’s reports on Senator John McCain’s health. 
 
“We created a way to work with the content producers and put the genie back in the bottle, as 
opposed to playing whack-a-mole with video out on the Web,” said Ken Hayward, the chief 
executive of Redlasso.  
 
Backed by venture capital dollars, Redlasso hoped television networks would make deals to sell 
ads against the content. On the contrary, the networks want Redlasso to stop: On May 19, 
NBC, CBS and Fox, along with the television station owner Allbritton Communications, sent a 
cease-and-desist letter saying that Redlasso had “undertaken to build a business based on the 
unauthorized syndication of the content owners’ news, entertainment, sports and other 
television and radio content.”  
 
Mr. Hayward said Redlasso pitched its service to media companies for two years. Why haven’t 
they signed on? “They have their own strategies to execute, and I can’t control that,” he said. 
Asked whether Redlasso was using content in an unauthorized way, he did not give a yes-or-
no answer but said, “We come in peace.” 
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